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Abstract 
Most of the basic decision problems concerning derivations in cooperating distributed grammar 
systems have so far been open, possibly because of the lack of unifying methods and techniques. 
In this paper such a unifying device is proposed. It is called a cow-ability tree because it bears 
some resemblance to the coverability graph of place/transition Petri nets and vector addition 
systems. The coverability tree is always finite, which leads to rather strong decidability prop- 
erties concerning both arbitrary and terminal derivations. Our method is largely independent of 
the mode of the derivations and answers most of the direct decidability questions about the 
components of the system. @ 1999-Elsevier Science B.V. All rights reserved 
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1. Introduction 
Grammar systems were introduced as a formal model for the phenomenon of solving 
a given problem by dividing it into subproblems to be solved by several “processors”, 
in turn or in parallel. More precisely, cooperating distributed (CD, for short) grammar 
systems have been introduced in [2], as a grammatical representation of the blackboard 
model in problem solving (a former similar structure has been considered in [7], while 
a particular variant of them was approached in [l]). They are a sequential genera- 
tive device, consisting of several grammars working together, according to a specified 
protocol (a derivation mode, which can be terminal, *, = k, <k, or 3 k, for a k 2 1 ), 
towards a common goal (a language to be generated). There exists also a parallel 
counterpart of them, namely parallel communicating (PC, for short) grammar systems, 
introduced in [8] (these are a formal representation of the classroom model in artificial 
intelligence). 
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Most of the results known in grammar systems area until 1992 can be found in 
[3], while the most recent results are surveyed in [5]. Yet there are many challenging 
open questions. Among them, decidability problems constitute the subject matter of 
this paper. 
Due to the effective equality of the family of languages generated by CD grammar 
systems working in the terminal (t) mode with the family of languages generated by 
ETOL systems, all the classical decidability results (membership, equivalence, inclusion, 
emptiness, finiteness) for CD grammar systems are the same as for ETOL systems. For 
the * and bk derivation modes, the equality in power of CD grammar systems with 
context-free grammars immediately implies the above decidability results. As for the 
= k and 2 k modes (inducing a strictly increasing generative power of CD grammar 
systems in comparison to context-free grammars, yet inferior to matrix grammars), the 
relation with matrix grammars yields a positive answer for those of the above problems 
that have a positive answer for matrix grammars (membership, emptiness, finiteness). 
Yet there remain other decidability aspects, specific to grammar systems. Such prob- 
lems are intrinsic to the notion of component of a system. For example, whether a 
component is ever used in the derivations of a CD grammar system, or whether a 
component is activated a bounded or an unbounded number of times, or whether it can 
be activated several times in a row. We approach such problems in the present pa- 
per, and prove that they are all decidable. Also, we prove that it is decidable whether 
a production of the system can be ever used in a derivation process. Our concern 
is not only on the terminal derivations in a system, but also on all the operational 
possibilities of the system, i.e., all the derivations. Some related special cases dealing 
with the t mode were considered earlier in [l]. Our approach is general and entirely 
different. 
In order to have a structural representation for the derivations in a CD grammar 
system, we first introduce a coverability structure for them, and then conclude de- 
cidability properties by analyzing the latter. The coverability structure we consider 
is similar to a very much used construction in the theory of Petri nets, namely to 
the cover-ability graph for place/transition nets (see [lo]), which was initially intro- 
duced for vector addition systems, in [6]. For PC grammar systems a similar construc- 
tion was also considered, namely in [12]. It is worth mentioning that also for Petri 
nets, vector addition systems and PC grammar systems, the coverability graphtree 
was used to deduce the decidability of some problems; in case of PC grammar sys- 
tems, these problems are related mainly to the query symbols in the definition of the 
systems. 
2. Preliminary notions 
Throughout this paper, we use the notation and basic results of formal language 
theory from [4, 113; for grammar systems notions we refer to [3]. A few notations are 
specified in the following. 
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For an alphabet V, V* denotes the free monoid generated by V; the empty string 
is denoted by I, 1x1 is the length of x E V*, and 1x1~ is the number of occurrences 
in x E V* of symbols of U C V. When U = {a}, we denote 1x1, instead of Ixlia). The 
left-hand side of a production Y (like of a Chomsky grammar) is denoted by &s(r) 
and its right-hand side is denoted by rhs(r). We do not make any distinction between 
a production rule and the (unique) label associated to it. 
Definition 1. A CD grammar system (of degree n, n 2 1) is a construct 
where N, T are disjoint alphabets, S E N, and Gi = (N, T, Pi), 1 d i d n, are usual context- 
free grammars without start symbols (N is the non-terminal set, T is the terminal set, 
pl is the set of context-free rules over N U T). 
For x, y E (N U T)* and 1 <i <n we denote by 
a derivation with respect to Pi using one rule, exactly k rules, at most k rules, at 
least k rules, any (strictly positive) number of rules, and as many rules as possible, 
respectively (if x $ y, then there is no z E (N U T)* such that y 2 z). 
For f E { *, t, = i, d k, 3 k I k 2 1 }, a terminal derivation in the f-mode is of the form 
for s > 1, 1 < 4 d n, 1 <j 6s. The language generated by r in the f-mode, denoted by 
Lf(f ), consists of all strings w E T* for which a derivation 6 as above exists. 
Let r=(N,T,Gl, . . . , G,, S) be a CD grammar system of degree n. Let the derivation 
mode be an arbitrary (fixed) f E {*, t, = k, <k, 3 k I k 2 l}. We consider the set of 
non-terminal symbols, N, to be ordered, i.e., N = {Al,. . . ,A,}, m 3 1. Without loss of 
generality, assume Al = S. 
A production r E S, 1 <i<n, is said to be enabled at a sentential form x of r if 
r can be applied to x, during a derivation by the component Gi. If r is enabled at x, 
then r may occur, yielding a new sentential form, say y. This is denoted by x $ y. 
A production r is said to be enabled in r if there exists a derivation S =$x & y, 
where 0 is an arbitrary applicable (with respect to the derivation mode f) sequence 
of productions. 
Note that the notion of enabledness actually depends on the derivation mode of the 
system. We do not include this in the definition to avoid complicating notation. It will 
always be clear from the context to which derivation mode we refer. 
The set N of natural numbers is extended by a special symbol w to the set P+J, = 
N U {co}. The operations “+“, “-“, “.” and the relation “ <” over N are partially 
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extended to N, by 
w+w=o+n=n+o=co, 
O-il=CO. 
co.n=n.o=o, 
n<w 
for any n E N. 
For a k 3 1, the operations and relations over N (FVw) are extended to the set of 
vectors Nk (N”,), by applying them componentwise. 
Any string x E (N U T)* has associated in Nm+2, vectors of the form 
To any sentential form x in a grammar system, such a vector A4, E FVm+2 is associated, 
where the (m + 1)th coordinate, j, 0 6 j < n, stands for the component grammar which 
has last been active in generating x (0 is for marking the start symbol), while the 
(m + 2)th coordinate, k’, 0 <k’ <k, is to count the derivation steps performed in a 
component grammar (its value will be 0 only in case of x = S). 
Any production rule Y in a P,, 1 bi <n, has an associated vector in W+2, 
For a sequence of productions x = rlr-2 . . r,, denote Aa = Cf=, Ar;. 
For a vector U E N”,+2 U Nm+2, denote by U(j) the jth component of it, 1 d j d mf2. 
Next define a computation over the vectors in N, m+2, in a similar way to the definition 
of a computation in a vector addition system or in a Petri net (see [6, lo]). 
Let U E Nz+2 and let r E Pi, for an i, 1 <i<n. 
Production r is enubled at the vector U (in I), denoted by U[r >r, if 
u(j) 3 IlWr)lA, for any j, 1 d j d m, 
and one of the following holds: 
(1) l<U(m+2)<k, U(m+ l)=i, or 
(2) U(m+2)=0, U(m+ l)=O, or 
(3) U(m+2)=k, U(m+ l)#O. 
If r is enabled at U, then r may occur, yielding a new vector W E Qf2, denoted 
U[r>rW, and given by 
(1’) if 16U(m+2)<k, then W=U+Ar; 
(2’) if U(m + 2) = 0, then W(j) = U(j) + Ar( j), for any j, 1 <j<m, while 
W(m+ l)=i, W(m+2)=1; 
(3’) if U(m + 2) = k, then W(j) = U(j) + Ar(j), for any j, 1 <j <m, while 
W(m+l)=i, W(m+2)=1. 
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3. Coverability properties of CD grammar systems 
Our aim in what follows is to provide a tree structure in which any derivation in 
a CD grammar system is associated a path emanating from the root. Such a tree will 
exhibit all the advantages of having a graphical representation. Moreover, since this 
tree will be thought as finite, an exhaustive analysis of it will be possible. We call 
this coverability tree of CD grammar systems, due to the similarity to the coverability 
graph in the theory of Petri nets (vector addition systems). 
Roughly speaking, a coverability tree is a tree whose edges are labelled by production 
rules, and whose nodes are meant to correspond to the sentential forms in the system, 
such that the transformation of sentential forms by production rules is represented. The 
nodes are labelled either by vectors associated to sentential forms, or by vectors that 
“cover” vectors associated to sentential forms. 
We present in details the definition of a coverability tree and related properties for 
the = k derivation mode, since this one poses most of the problems. At the end of the 
section, we point out how this definition should be modified for the other derivation 
modes, to yield the same properties. 
Let A and B be two arbitrary sets. If F(V,E, II, 12) is an (A,B)-labelled tree (i.e. 
11 : V --+A is the node labelling function and 12 : E ---f B is the edge labelling function), 
then dg(v,v’) denotes the set of all nodes on the path from u to v’. 
Definition 2. Let r be a CD grammar system and let the derivation mode be = k, 
k > 1. An (NE+*, Uy=, e))-labelled tr ee, F = (V, E, 11, lz), is called a cover-ability tree 
of r, if the following hold: 
( 1) the root, denoted by vg, is labelled by M, = (1, 0, . . . , 0, 0,O); 
(2) for any v E V having the properties 
(a) there exists a production enabled at Ii(v), and 
(b) there is no node EE d,~(vo,v) with vf5 and II(V)= /i(G), 
and for any production r which is enabled at Ii(v), there is a node u’ such that: 
(2.1) (0, v’) E E, 12(v, v’) = Y, 
(2.2) Considering U such that ll(v)[r>r U, then Ii is given by: 
- ZI(V’)(rn + 1) = U(m + l), Z,(v’)(m + 2) = U(m + 2); 
- for any j,l<j<m, 
0 if there exists v” E d.~(va, v) such that 
Uo’)(j) = 
Zi(v”)<U, Zl(v”)(m+ l)=U(m+ l), 
lI(v”)(m+2)=U(m+2), and U(j)>Zl(v”)(j), 
U(j) otherwise. 
Since any two coverability trees of a CD grammar system r working in the = k 
derivation mode are isomorphic, one can speak about the coverability tree of that 
grammar system, denoted by F(r). 
Intuitively, an o-component implies that at that position we can have arbitrarily large 
numbers, i.e. we can “pump” in the corresponding sentential form arbitrarily many 
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associated non-terminals. Moreover, the operation of “pumping” directs the derivation 
process in states similar to one another (that is, after “pumping”, the process is at the 
same derivation step and in the same component grammar as before “pumping”). 
In order to illustrate the above definition, let us consider an example. 
Example 1. Let r = (N, T, G1, Gz, G3,S), with 
N={S,A,B,C,A’,B’,S’}, 
T = {a, b  c), 
PI ={l :A-+aA’b, 2:B-+CB’, 3:A-+ab, 4:B+C}, 
P2={5:S--,S’, 6:s’ +AB, 7:A’iA, 8:B’+B}, 
P3={9:C+B, lO:B+c} 
(the label associated to a production is the number in front of it). One can easily verify 
that L=2(r)={anb”c”In~l}. 
Fig. 1 depicts a fragment of the coverability tree of r, with respect to the =2 
derivation mode. 
Nodes are denoted by IJO,...,V~~, the node labelling function, It, is pointed out 
directly in Fig. 1. As for the edge labelling function, 12, we have 
~2(vo,v1>= 5, 12(v1,v2)=6, b(%u3)=4, /2(v3,u4)= 1, 
12(u4,uS)= 7, 12(v3,u6)=3, 12(v6,v7)=9, 12(u7,uS)= 10, 
12(vZ>v9)= 1, ~2(u9,Vlo)=2, ~~(UIO,VII)=~, ~2(V,,V12)=8, 
~2(~12,ul3)= 1, /2(f-h3,ul4)=2, ~2(~14,ul5)= 7, ~2(~15,&6)= 8. 
From the figure, one can observe that the vector M = (0, 1, 1, l,O, O,O, 2,2) with 
ll(vrl)[8 >r A4 (where 8 stands for the production labelled 8) satisfies the requirements 
for introducing o in the position corresponding to the non-terminal C, and, therefore, 
1, (v12) = (0, 1, 1, o, O,O, 0,2,2). The backward arrow from node 012 to v2 indicates that 
the vector M mentioned above is compared to II (vz), in order to define II (VIZ)(~) = w. 
Due to the existence of 1~12 E &(~a, VIM), 2112 # 016, such that 11(2)16)= lr(v12), 2116 is
an end node in Y(r). Also, nodes v5 and 0s are leaf nodes in the tree, because no 
production is enabled at either of their labels. Moreover, 0s is a node corresponding 
to a terminal derivation, since lr(vs)(j)=O for any 1 dj<7 and Zt(vs)(9)=2. 
In order to be able to use the coverability tree, we just have to establish its finiteness. 
Theorem 1. For any CD grammar system r, working in the = k derivation mode, 
k 3 1, the coverability tree r(r) is jinite and can be effectively constructed. 
Proof. First recall that K&rig’s Lemma states that any rooted tree in which each node 
has only a finite number of successors and there is no injinite path emanating from 
the root is a finite tree. 
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(000000032)@ I,l>,I,, 
Q 
v13 (0,0,1,w,1,0,0,1,1) 
& O,O,O,~,l,LU2) 
1 
@ (0,1,0,w,0,1,0,2,1) 
I 
@ (0,1,1,~,0,0,0,2,2) 
Fig. 1 
One can remark that each node in F(r) has only a finite number of successors. If 
one assumes that there exists an infinite path UO, u,, . . ., in F(r), then I,(Q), I,(v,), . . , 
is an infinite sequence of elements of N, . mf2 But for such an infinite sequence there 
exists a non-decreasing infinite subsequence, i.e., there exist vi,, viz,. . . , Vi,, . . ., such that 
Z,(ni,)<Z,(Vi,)< ... <Z,(vi,)< .‘., with i, fi2< ... <it< ..‘. 
Moreover, since f,(u)(m+ l)~{O,l,...,n} and I,(u)(m+2)~{O,l,...,k}, for any 
v E V (hence, they both range over a finite set of values), there exists an infinite 
subsequence v,, , vsz,. . . , us,, . . . of vi,, Vi*, . . . , vi,, . . ., such that 
Z,(u,,)(m+ l)=Z,(vs,)(m+ l)= .‘. =I1(vs,)(m+ l)= .‘., 
1,(U,,)(m+2)=I,(uS,)(m+2)= ... =1,(v,,)(?n +2)= ..‘. 
Regarding the sequence of nodes u,, , vsz, . . . , us,, . . . , with I,( u,~, ) d I1 (u,, ) < . . < 
l~(v,,)< .., two situations may occur: 
(i) The sequence of labels of nodes above is not stationary. Then there exists an 
infinite strictly increasing subsequence of it, i.e., there exists v,, , vr2,. . . , vrp,. ., sub- 
sequence of u,,, us*,. . . , v,,, . . ., such that 1,(v,,)<Z,(u,.,)< ... <l,(urP)< .... Because 
the sequence in question is infinite, it follows that there is a coordinate j, 1 <j fm, 
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such that in the jth coordinate the vectors (in Nz+2) of the sequence form a strictly 
increasing infinite sequence of natural numbers. But then Zi(u,)(j) = o results, which 
contradicts the existence of the node u,, with 11 (a,., )(j) > Ii(u, )(j) = o. 
(ii) The sequence Zi(u,,)<Ii(v,,)< . . <ll(v,,)< . . . is stationary from a position, 
i.e. there exists p 3 I, such that Ii (u,~~) = 11 (usP+, ) = . . . . By the definition of F(f ), the 
node a+,+, should be a leaf node, and therefore it could not have descendants, which 
contradicts the existence of an infinite path containing it. 
So all paths of F-(r) are finite, and then, by Kiinig’s Lemma, F-(r) is finite. The 
construction of F-(r) is effective following the definition. 0 
In order to establish the relation between the derivations in a CD grammar system 
and its coverability tree, we need some additional notions. 
Definition 3. Let r be a CD grammar system, let the derivation mode be = k, k 3 1, 
and let M E NmfZ, be a vector such that M(m + 1) <:n and M(m + 2) d k. 
l The vector A4 is called coverable in r if there exists a derivation S $x, such that 
M, >A4 and M,(m + t) =M(m + t), for 1 <t<2, where cr is an applicable (with 
respect to the = k derivation mode) sequence of productions. 
l The vector M is called coverable in the coverability tree F-(r) if there exists a 
node v of F-(r) such that ll(v)bM and Ii(v)(m + t)=M(m + t), for 16tG2. 
The next two theorems state the equivalence between the coverability of a vector in 
a CD grammar system and in the associated coverability tree. 
Theorem 2. Let r be a CD grammar system working in the = k derivation mode, 
k> 1, and let ME Nm+2. If M is coverable in r, then M is coverable in F(r). 
Proof. Let M be a vector coverable in r. Then M(m + 1) <n, M(m + 2) <k and there 
exists a derivation in r 
such that Mxh 3M, M,,(m + t) = M(m + t), for 1 <t <2, where Xi %xi+i stands for the 
rewriting of the string xi into xi+, using production Yi. We prove that there exists in 
F(r) a sequence of nodes vo, vI, . . . , vh (not necessarily pairwise distinct), such that 
for all i, 1 bidh, ll(vi)aMxI, and Il(Ui)(m +s)=M,_(m +s), 1 <s<2. 
The node us is the root of .F(r), and therefore Ii =Ms =Mx, holds. 
Suppose one has determined the nodes ~0,. .,vi, O<i<h, such that ZI(Vj)3Ml, and 
l~(v~)(m+s)=M,,(m+s), for all j, O<j<i, 1 <s<2. One has to determine the node 
ai+,. Two situations may occur: 
( 1) Vi is not a leaf node. Then the production ri+l is enabled at M,, . Since Ii (u, ) >M,, 
and Ii(ri)(m + s)=M,,(m + s), 1 <s<2, it follows that ri+i is enabled at II as 
well. The descendant v’ of ai for which 12(ui,u’) = ri+i satisfies 11(v’)~M,,+,, and 
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/i(r’)(m + ~)=M,,+,(rn + 2), for 16~62. Therefore, the node ri+i is uniquely deter- 
mined as ri+l = u’. 
(2) ui is a leaf node. Since there is at least one production enabled at Ii 
(namely ri+i), the only possible case leading to this situation is that there exists a 
node uEdy(u0,u,), u#Ui, with Ii(S)=Zl(U). Then ri+l is enabled at /l(u), and the 
desired node ui+i is the unique node u’ such that Z~(U, u’) = ri+i. 0 
Theorem 3. Let r be a CD grammar system working in the = k derivation mode, 
k b 1, and let M E IV’+*. If M is coverable in ~~(f ), then M is couerable in r. 
Proof. The proof bears resemblance with the proof of the corresponding theorem for 
vector addition systems [6] or for Petri nets [lo]. 
By definition, M being coverable in F(r) implies the existence of a node u of F(r) 
such that Il(u) and Zl(u)(m+t)=M(m+t), for l<t<2. Let ug,ui,...,uh=u be 
the path from the root to the node u in F(G), and let r, be the production which 
labels the edge (ai_i,Ui), that is, /2(ri_i,Ui)=Ti, for any i, 1 <i<h. 
If 1, (u) does not contain components w, then the derivation S =x0 % xi 1 % 
xh has the property fVX, = II(Q), for any 1 <id h. In particular, MXh = Ii(u) and, hence, 
there exists x = Xh such that S $$ X, and M, >,h4, M,(m + t) = M(m + t), for 1 d t d 2, 
where cs = YI r2 . . _ rh. Therefore, A4 is coverable in r. 
In the case that Ii(v) contains components w, the idea is that there are vectors M, 
(x being a sentential form of r derivable from the start symbol) which agree with 
Ii(u) in its finite coordinates and can be made arbitrarily large in the coordinates 
equal to o, by repetitions of the sequences of productions which led to occurrences 
of w. 
Let u’ be the ancestor of v whom u was compared to when a component w of it was 
introduced, and let rr be the sequence of productions which labels the path from u’ to u 
in F(r). One can note that the constraints ll(u’)(m+ l)=Zi(u)(m+ l), ll(u’)(m+2) 
= Zl(u)(m+2), which had to be satisfied in order to introduce the component o, assure 
us that after applying once the sequence of productions n to a sentential form, we can 
apply this n again, as many times as we wish, since the derivation step and the active 
component grammar are the same before applying rc, as after applying it. Moreover, 
if in a derivation, after applying rr, another sequence z of production rules had been 
applied, then z can be applied also after n”, for any s 3 1. 
Without loss of generality, we can assume that the components w are on the first 
s positions in 1, (v)( 1 <s <m). Also, we can assume that the component u which is 
on the first position in Ii(u) has been introduced along the path ~0,. . , vh before the 
second component w of Ii(u), which, in turn, has been introduced before the third one, 
and so on, the sth component cc) of 11 (u) being the last one introduced along the path 
uo,..., rh (some of them can be introduced at the same time). 
The idea is to construct, starting from the sequence of production rules rl, . _ . , rh, a 
sequence of productions fi, such that S %x, and i!4, > M. 
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Let us point out the sequences of productions ~(1,. . . , cc,+l, such that rlr2 . . . rh 
=cx~c(2... ctsccs+l, and at . . . c(i is the minimum prefix of rl . . . rh which led to the intro- 
duction of the ith component w of It(u), for any i, 1 ,<i ds (some of cli can be the 
empty string, if several components w are introduced simultaneously). Each component 
o is introduced as the result of a comparison with an ancestor of the node where it is 
introduced, hence one can point out sequences ul, ~2,. . . , us, which are suffixes of the 
sequences sit , al ~22,. . , ~(1~2,. . . , CI,, respectively, and which led to the introduction of 
the components o in Z,(v). Note that any application of the sequence of productions 
ui to a sentential form of r (providing an application is possible) increases the ith 
component of the corresponding vector in NEf2 with at least one (by the condition 
to be satisfied when ui introduces the ith component 0); it does not decrease any of 
the components i + 1,. . . , m, since Il(v’)(j)~~,(v)(j)#o, for any i + 1 <j<m, but 
it can decrease some of the components 1,. . . ,i - 1 (in the tree the fact that it can 
decrease some of these components causes no trouble, because they are considered to 
be o, and subtracting any number from o still leaves 0). So, when intending to apply 
a sequence Ui a number of times, one has first to “pump” the components 1,. . . , i - 1, 
i.e. the sequences ~1,. . , ui- 1, sufficiently to allow the applicability of the sequence ui 
as many times as one wishes. 
Let us consider numbers nt, . . . , n, with the properties: 
npl > M(s - 1) + /Acr,+l(s - 1)I + il,. IAzds - 111, 
N,-~ 3 M(.S - 2) + (Aa,+t(s - 2)j + n, . (Au,(s - 2)l + n,-I . lAw-~(s - 2)1, 
no 3 M(l)+ IA cts+l(l)l +n,. lAu,(l)l +...+nz. lAu2(l)l. 
One can see that the sequence p = aru;ll c12 . . . cx,u,“‘cr,+~ is a permitted sequence of 
production rules starting from S in r, and hence there exists a sentential form x, 
such that S 3x. Moreover, kf, >M and MJrn + t) = M(m + t), 1 d t <2, hence M is 
coverable in’r. q 
The next theorem will be essential in proving decidability results for the derivations 
in a system. 
Theorem 4. Let r be a CD grammar system working in the = k derivation mode, 
k > 1, and let r be a production of r. Then r is enabled in r if and only if there 
exists an edge labeled by r in F(r). 
Proof. Suppose first that r is enabled in r; hence, there exists a derivation S 5x & 
x’, where D is an applicable sequence of productions. Let us suppose r E Pi for an i, 
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, 
1 <i<n, and the derivation above is S%?zxi $ ... 2x,$x,+1 =x’,x~=x. 
Two situations may occur, depending on the value of s ( <k). ’ 
(i) s 2 1, i.e. production r is not used at the first derivation step in Gi. Let M = (al, 
~72,. . ,a,, i,s) be the smallest vector in Nm+2 such that Y is enabled at M. Then 
M,>M and MX(m+t)=M(m+t), 1 <t<2, i.e. A4 is coverable in r. By Theorem 2, 
A4 is coverable in 5(r), and therefore there exists a node v of y(r) such that 
Zi(u)BM, Zi(u)(m+t)=M(m+t), for 16tf2. 
If v is not a leaf node, r is enabled at Ii(v), and hence v has a successor v’ such 
that Z~(U, 0’) = r. If 21 is a leaf node, then there exists a node v’ E d,y(j-)(vs, v), v’ # o, 
and Zi(v’) = Ii(v); we then apply the preceding case to the node u’, and thus we find 
an edge labelled by r in r(G). 
(ii) s = 0, i.e. production r is the first one used when Gi becomes active. We point 
out the component grammar that was active just before Gi has started its work (at 
this stage of the derivation). If there is such a component, let it be Gj, 1 <:j <n, we 
choose A4 = (al, a2,. . . , a,, j,k) as being the smallest vector in Nm+2 such that r is 
enabled at M. If there is no such component (x~ = S), we choose M = (l,O,. . . ,O, 0,O). 
Afterwards the proof goes as in case (i). 
Conversely, let (v, v’) be an edge in r(r) labelled by r. Then r is enabled at the 
node u. Considering the vector M as the smallest vector in Nm+2 such that r is enabled 
at it and M(m + t)= Zi(v)(m + t), for 16t62, it follows Zi(v)>M. This means that 
M is coverable in r(r). By Theorem 3, M is coverable in r, i.e. there exists a 
sentential form x of r, S $x (a is a sequence of productions), such that M, >M, and 
M,(m + t)=M(m + t), for 1 <t <2. Then r is enabled at x, and hence it is enabled 
inr. 0 
The coverability tree of a CD grammar system can be constructed also for the other 
derivation modes (*, t, d k, >, k, for any k 3 1 ), and properties similar to the above 
theorems hold in all cases. Changes in the construction are minor, they concern only 
the (m + 2)th coordinate in the node labelling function. 
Thus, for the b k mode, we consider Zl(v)(m + 2) E (0, 1,. . . , k, k + l}, where once 
Zl(v)(m+2) has become k+ 1, and Zi(v)(m+ l)=i for an i, 1 didn, the (mf2)th 
coordinate will not be changed anymore as long as the derivation continues by the 
ith component of the system. In addition, when considering the question whether a 
production is enabled at a node, we allow more than k derivation steps in the same 
component grammar. 
For the d k mode, the construction is very much the same as for the = k mode, but 
changes from one component to another during derivations are allowed also after less 
than k steps (the notion of enabling a production should be modified accordingly). 
For the * derivation mode, the number of productions used by a component in a 
derivation does not matter anymore. Yet, for uniformity of notation, we consider that 
also in this case any string x E (N U T)* has an associated vector M, E Nmf2, but with 
M, =(I-$,,..., Ixl~,,i,O), for an i, 1 <i <n, where the (m + 2)th coordinate is zero 
and is never changed in the construction of the tree. 
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Finally, we can agree that for the terminal derivation mode, to a string x E (N U T)* 
the vectorM,=(lx(A,,...,J~IA~,i,j), I<i<n, j~{O,l}, is associated, where 
i 
0 
j= 
if there exists y such that x 2 y, 
1 otherwise. 
The enabling of a production to a node and the changing of the (m + 2)th coordinate 
during the construction of the tree follow the restrictions of this derivation mode. 
4. Coverability tree for the generated language 
As pointed out, the coverability tree considered so far depicts all the derivations 
in a CD grammar system. One can modify it as to correspond only to the terminal 
derivations in the system. What is to be done, is to “cut” from the coverability tree 
all the paths that do not “lead” to a node encoding a terminal string. More precisely, 
for a system r, we have to eliminate from Y(T) all the edges that are labelled by 
productions which do not occur in terminal derivations, together with the corresponding 
nodes. We call the resulting tree the terminal coverability tree and denote it by ~(I-). 
Theorems validating this construction for the *, t, <k, 3 k (k 2 1) modes are pre- 
sented. In the case of = k mode, there remain open problems. 
The definition of Y_(r) is actually the algorithm for constructing it from Y(f ). 
Definition 4. Let r be a CD grammar system and let Y_(r) be the coverability tree 
of r. Denote by leaves(F) the set of leaf nodes of Y(r). An (NE+*, U:=, P;)- 
-- 
labelled tree, y(r) = (V, E, 11, lz), is called the terminal coverability tree of r, if 
y(T) is obtained by the following algorithm: 
0. 
1. 
2. 
3. 
4. 
Let V’= V, E’=E, F’=(V’,E’, 11, lx), i.e. S’=Y(r). In the sequel, we will use 
the same notation for the labelling functions 11,12, as well as for any restrictions of 
them corresponding to subsets of V, E, respectively. Let Marked = 8. 
If Marked = leaves( S’), then 
- F(r)=r’; 
- End Algorithm 
endif. 
Let v be an unmarked leaf node of Y, i.e. v E leaves(F’) - Marked. 
If II(V) = (0,. . . ) 0, i’, k) (v corresponds to a terminal string) for an i’ E { 1,. . . , n}, 
then 
_ Marked : = Marked U { v} ; 
- got0 Step 1. 
endif. 
If there exists node ti on the path d,Tr(vo, v) with I,(V) E Nm+* (i.e. without compo- 
nents cu) such that ll(V)(p)=ll(v)(p) for any p, 1 dp<m+2 satisfying l,(v)(p) 
# o (in words, on the path from the root to node v there exists a node V without 
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components o, which coincides with the node v in the components non-equal to w 
of v; in case Ij(v)E N M* this means l,(5)= II(V)), then 
- Let v’ be the closest noie to the root, among such nodes 5; 
- If node v’ has a descendant labelled (0,. . . ,O, i’, k), for an i’, 1 d i’ 6 n, then 
l Marked := Marked u {v}; 
0 got0 Step 1. 
else 
l Let v” be the direct ancestor of v in 9’; 
l I” := V’ - {v}, E’ := E’ - {(II”, v)}; 
0 got0 Step 1. 
endif. 
& 
- Let v” be the direct ancestor of v in F’; 
- V’ := V’ - {v}, E’ := E’ - {(v”, v)}; 
- got0 Step 1. 
endif. 
One can note that due to the uniqueness (up to isomorphism) of F(r) for a CD 
grammar system r, the terminal coverability tree of the system, y(r) is uniquely 
constructed. 
We want to point out that, in the definition above, the action of marking nodes is 
performed only to leaf nodes of the temporary tree F’ built in the algorithm. When 
a node u is marked, it means that the node will remain in the terminal coverability 
tree T, together with the path from the root to it. When a leaf node v of F’ is 
not suitable to be marked, it will be eliminated from the tree, together with the edge 
connecting it to its direct ancestor. 
Theorem 5. Let r be a CD grammar system deriving in one of the modes f E {= k, 
<k, > k, *, t / k 2 1). Let .Y = (V, E, 11,12) be the associated coverability tree with re- 
spect to the considered erivation mode. Let v E V be any node with l,(v) = (a,,a2,. . . , 
a,,,, i,J), aP E N, 1 d p <m, such that the product ala2 . ..a.#O, l<i<n, while thedo- 
main of j will be specijed below. Then if v has a descendant v’ with ll(v’) = (O,, . . ,O, 
i’,k), where 1 <i’ <n, while i; will be specified below, one of the following situations 
holds: 
6) 
(ii) 
Zff is “= k” and 1 <J<k, k= k, then for any string LX E (N u T)*, M, = (kl, + 
al,klz+az,... , kl, + a,, i,J), for some II,. . . , 1, E N, there exists a derivation 
for some iI,..., &E(l)..., n}. 
If f is “>k” and JE{l,. ..,k,k + l}, kE{k,k + l}, then for any string CIE 
(NUT)*, &3(al,az , . . . ,a,,,, i,J), M,(m + 1) = i, M&m + 2) =J, satisfying the 
additional constraint hat for any p, 1 G p d m, for which aP = 0, also M,(p) = 0 
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holds, there exists a derivation 
for some il,. . . , i,y E { 1,. . . ,n}, where 
Pa 
k-j- if;<k, 
0 ifj=k + 1. 
(iii) Zff is“t”and~~{O,1}, k=l, thenforanystringaE(NUT)*,M,>(al,a2,..., 
a,,i,J), h&(m + 1) = i, M,(m + 2) =J, satisfying the additional constraint that 
for any p, 1 d p <m, for which ap = 0, also M,(p) = 0 holds, there exists u 
derivation 
for some iI,..., i, E {l,..., n}, where 
i 
i 
il = 
if J=O, 
i’fi ifJ= 1 (1 di’<n). 
(iv) Zf f is “*” and J = k = 0, then for any string CL E (N U T)*, with M, 3 (al, al, _ . . , 
a,, i, 0), M,(m + 1) = i, M,(m + 2) = 0, satisfying the additional constraint that 
for any p, 1~ p <m, for which ap = 0, also M,(p) = 0 holds, there exists a 
derivation 
for some il,..., i,E{l,..., n}. 
(v) Zff is “dk” andJE {l,...,k}, k~ (1 ,...,k}, then for any string clE(NUT)*, 
with M, 3(al,a2,. . . ,a,,i,J), M,(m + 1) = i, M,(m + 2) =J, satisfying the ad- 
ditional constraint that for any p, 1 < p < m, for which ap = 0, also M,(p) = 0 
holds, there exists a derivation 
for some iI,..., &E(l)..., n}. 
Proof. We prove the assertion in case of = k derivation mode (k > 1). For the other 
situations, the proof goes in a similar manner. 
We call a production of the form A --f a with 1~1~ = 0 an erasing production for the 
non-terminal A; an application of such a production will be referred to as an erasing 
ofA. 
We have v a node in Y(f), v’ a descendant of u, Ii(v) = (a],~, . . ,a,,i,J), with 
at least an a,#O, (ldp<m), ll(v’)=(O,O ,..., O,i’,k), where ldi, i’<n. 
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Since at least one of the components up # 0, 1 < p d m, while 11 (u’)(p) = 0, it means 
that on the path dr(u, v’), at least one erasing production for the non-terminal A, is 
used. 
Let Ai,, . . . , Ais, s > 1 be all the non-terminals for which erasing productions are ap- 
plied on the path d,,-(u, v’). For the simplicity of the notation, we assume ii = 1,. . . , 
i, =s. We still can assume, without loss of generality, that Zi(v’)( 1) is the first compo- 
nent of Ii which becomes 0 on the path dr(u, Y’), then Zi(v’)(2) becomes 0, and 
so on, Ii being the last one that becomes 0. 
Let us point out, on the path dy(o, u’), for each of the non-terminals Al,. . . ,A,, 
when an erasing production was used for the last time, respectively. Thus, denoting 
by rc the sequence of productions labelling dy(u, u’), we can write 
where for any p, 1 6 p ds, rp is the last erasing production rule used for A, on the 
path dy(u, u’). 
Note that by our assumptions, none of the rules rp, 1 < p <s, introduces any of the 
A,, 1 bq < p - 1. Moreover, none of the sequences of productions rtP, 1 < p <s + 1, 
introduces any of the non-terminals A,, 1 <q d p - 1. Yet it might be the case that an 
rp (for a p, 1 <pds) introduces some non-terminals AI, p+ 1 <Z<s, or a nP (1 <p< 
s+ 1) introduces some AI, p+ 1 d I <s. Therefore, assume for each p, 1~ p bs, and for 
each 1, p + 1 <I <s, that production rp introduces bi, occurrences of the non-terminal 
AI, where b,, 2 0. 
Let x0 E (N U T)* be a string with M,, = (al , . . . , a,,,, i,?), which is actually M,, = 
(al ,..., a,,0 ,..., 0 , i,?), and let x E T* be the string such that x0 $x. 
Let Gi, be the component which uses the instance of r1 pointed out in the sequence 
n. Several erasing rules (out of r1 , . . . , r,) can be applied in the same derivation in a 
component grammar (a derivation in a component meaning k rewriting steps). Then 
let rl , . . . , rq, for q d 1, be all the erasing productions that are applied in the same 
activation of Gi,. We can write 
HI’ 
x0 $-Xl %x2. 
‘I 
It then follows 
M,, =(O,...,O,aq+l - d(n{ol)(q+ l),...,a, - d(71~61)(s),O,...,O,il,k), 
where the non-zero coordinates are on the positions q + 1, q + 2,. _ , s (and, of course, 
m + 1, m + 2). One can observe d(n’, 61 )(p) = - up, for each p, such that 1 d p bq. 
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We then consider the derivation (which is a valid derivation in r) 
where x rf + y is the notation for a rewriting of the string x into string y in the 
% 
grammar Gi,, by applying k times production ri (for any 1 <<j <q). Then 
M/r,,, =(o,(lZ + llh2)k(l3 + ~lbl3)k...r(lq + llhq)k 
(lq+l + llh,q+l )k + aq+1 - 4+Jl x4 + 11,. . ., 
(1s + llh,)k +a, - d(~~al)(s),o,...,o,iI,k). 
We continue by activating u = 12 + ltbt2 times in a row the component grammar Gi, 
(this means (12 + ltb12)k derivation steps), using only the production ~2, i.e. we derive 
thus resulting in the string ps,, with 
Mp,. =(0,0,(~3 + 12 + Ilh3 + zlb12)k...>(lq + 12 + Ilbl, + llb12)k, 
(Lj+1 + 12 + Ilh,q+l + llbl2)k + aq+1 - &71/,o,)(q + l),..., 
(1s + /2 + flbl, + flbl2)k + a, - Ll(7$01)(s),0,. . .,O,il,k). 
We continue in the same way to erase symbols Ax, Ad,. . . , A,, resulting in a string y 
for which 
M;, = (0,. . . ,O, 1;k + LQ+I - d(+,)(q + l),. . . , l;k 
+a,-d(n’lo&),O ,..., O,i,,k) 
(the non-zero components are on positions q + 1,. . . ,s, and, of course, m + 1, m + 2). 
One can note that the string y is in the same relation with the string x2 as the string 
a is with x0. By repeating the algorithm above with x2 instead of x0 and with y instead 
of CA, after a finite number of steps we obtain a string w satisfying A4, = (0,. . . ,O, i’, k), 
and hence that way we generate a derivation 
where 77 is an applicable sequence of productions. This proves the assertion for the 
= k derivation mode (point i). 
For the other derivation modes, the proofs can be done in a similar manner. It is to 
be noted that the derivation considered is context free, and therefore at each application 
of an erasing production rule, exactly one non-terminal occurrence is eliminated from 
the string in question. 
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For the case of > k, *, t (k 2 1) derivation modes, the erasing of any of the non- 
terminals will be performed during the same activation of the component grammar 
which erases it (for the last time) in the derivation x0 3 x E T* (hence, in the above 
notations, grammar Gi, will be activated only once (but for a higher number of steps) 
to erase all of Al,&, . . . ,A4). 
For the derivation in the 6 k, k 2 1, mode, the erasing of the additional non-terminals 
(of a in comparison to 10) can be done by activating several (the necessary number 
of) times, in a row, the components which erase the non-terminals in the derivation 
xo~xt T*, each activation being for only one derivation step. 0 
The construction of the terminal coverability tree is validated by the next two 
theorems. 
Theorem 6. Let r be a CD grammar system working in a derivation mode f E { 3 k, - -- 
<k, *, t 1 k > l}, and let F-(r) = (V, E, 11,/z) be its terminal coverability tree. Then for 
any production r labelling an edge of F-, there exists a terminal derivation in r which 
uses production r. 
Proof. Due to r E E, there exist nodes vi, vi E 7, with vi direct descendant of vi, such 
that r = lz(v{, ~5). Two situations might occur: 
(a) vk has a descendant v with 11 (v) = (0, . . , 0, i’, k), for an i’, 1 d i’ d n, where k is 
related to the derivation mode as in Theorem 5. 
Let d& vg, v) = vg, VI, . . . , up, with vP=v and let 12(V,_1,Ui)=ri, for any i, 1 <i<p. 
This implies II{ = vi, V; = Vi+\, r = rj+l , for a i,O<j< p - 1. It also follows that there 
exists a derivation 
(according to the f mode of derivation) with A& = 1 I(Q), for any i, 0 <id p. In 
particular, IV+ = 11 (up) = 11 (v) and, therefore, xP E T* follows. 
But due to r = ri+l, the derivation above is actually 
s+X,$, . . +xj+,+ ... ‘I$ . ..$. ET*, 
hence is a terminal derivation (of type f) in r, using production r. 
(b) vi does not have any descendant labelled (0,. . . , 0, i’,k), 1 <i’ <n. 
Let us extend the path d,(vo,v~) in F-(r) to a path dF(vo, v), where v is a leaf 
node (there can be several such extensions; we just randomly choose one of them; of 
interest is that for all of them vi, vi E d,-(vo, v)). From the construction of y(r), one 
can see that the only possibility is that v has been marked as to remain in T(r) at 
Step 5 of the algorithm. More precisely, we have 
(i ) l,(v) contains co-components; 
(ii) there exists node V on the path d-&q,, v), l,(V) without o-components, l,(V) 
coincides with l,(v) in the finite components of 11 (v); 
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(iii) considering v’ the closest node to the root among such nodes 3 (i.e. Zt(v’) E Nm+2, 
Ii(d)(p)= Ii(v)(p) for any p, l<p<m+2, for which Zl(a)(p)#w), we have 
v’ has a descendant v”, It (v”) = (0, . . . , 0, i’, k). 
Similarly, as in the proof of Theorem 2, one can construct a derivation starting 
from S, using all the production rules labelling the path d&vo, v), by “pumping” the 
sequences of productions that lead to the introduction of the o-components of Ii(v), 
such that the resulting string has the associated vector in FV+2 greater or equal than 
It($), i.e., one can construct a derivation 
with M,>Zi(v’), M,(s)=Zi(v’)(s), m + lbs<m +2, where or,02 are sequences of 
productions, such that the derivation above is with respect to the f mode. 
In addition, since Z~(v’)(p) = Z,(v)(p) f or any p, 1 <pdm, for which Zl(v)(p)#~, 
and since the “pumping” procedure does not affect the components non-equal to o, 
it follows M,(p) = Z~(v’)(p) = Z,(v)(p), f or any p, 1 < p d m, with Ii (v)(p) # co. In 
particular, for any q, 1 <q < m, such that It (v’)(q) = 0, also M,(q) = 0. By Theorem 5, 
it then follows that there exists derivation cx 9 /i’ E T*, with respect to the f mode 
(crs is a sequence of productions). By combining the two fragments of derivation, we 
obtain 
where the entire derivation is with respect to the f mode. 0 
Remark. The proof of Theorem 6 does not work for the = k derivation mode since 
in this case it is not enough to generate an tl with M, 3 Zi(v’) (in the notations of the 
proof above). We would need M, to be as in the statement of Theorem 5, point i), or 
at least the sum of the non-terminals introduced in c( in comparison to a string x with 
M, = Zi(v’) would have to be divisible by k. 
Theorem 7. Assume that the production rule r is used in a terminal derivation in 
a CD grammar system I- working according to the derivation mode f E ( = k, <k, 
>k,*,tIk>l}. Hence, 
where rs1,02 are sequences of productions, such that the derivation above is with 
respect to the f mode. Then there exists an edge (vI,v~) in y(r), such that 
12(ul,v2)=r. 
Proof. Due to Theorem 4, there exists in Y_(r) an edge (vi, ~2) E E labelled by 
r, Z~(VI, 14) = r. We prove by contradiction that we have not eliminated it while 
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constructing y(r) from Y(r). Hence, let us assume that we have cut this occur- 
rence of the production r as a label of an edge in F(r). In other words, we have 
eliminated, in the construction of y(r), the node v2 together with the edge (VI, ~12) (yet 
other occurrences of production r as labels of an edge in F(r) might be preserved in 
Y(l)). 
Let LV be the set of all leaf nodes v such that vi, v2 are nodes on the path &(vo, v). 
One can note that if all nodes v E LV have the associated vector 11 (v) E Wf2 then, 
according to the construction of F(r), in order to eliminate node 29 from Y(r), it 
must be the case that for any u E L I’, one cannot find i, k, such that 11 (u) = (0, . . . , 0, i, 2). 
But then obviously any sequence of productions labelling a path &(vo,v) (for any 
v E LV) leads to the blocking of the derivation, and therefore, none of them can rep- 
resent the productions used in a terminal derivation. 
Therefore, due to the existence of a terminal derivation using production r, there 
must exist in F_(r) at least one edge (vi, vk), labelled r, such that at least one leaf 
node, v’, on an extension of the path d.&vg, vi) contains w-components in the associated 
vector. 
From the proof of Theorem 4, one can see that the derivation in the hypothesis of 
the present theorem must be performed by using productions on the path dr(uo, v’), 
with “returning points” at the nodes where components o have been introduced. By 
analyzing the cases when the edge (v’, , vi) could be eliminated in the construction of 
F(r), one can observe that none of the paths mentioned earlier can lead to a terminal 
derivation. 
Since our assumption has lead to contradictions in all cases, there must exist an edge 
labelled Y in F(r). 0 
From Theorems 6 and 7 the following property results. It gives an exhaustive char- 
acterization of the “reachability” of a production. 
Corollary 1. Let r be a CD grammar system, let the derivation mode be f E { 2 k, 
<k, *, t 1 k 3 l}, and let r be a production of r. Then r is used in a terminal derivation 
in r if and only if there exists an edge labelled by r in y(r). 
5. Decidability results 
Consider a CD grammar system r as in Definition 1, and denote D = { *, t} U { d k, 
3 k 1 k 3 1). By Theorem 4 (when all the derivations in a system are of concern), and 
by Corollary 1 (in case of terminal derivations), the decidability of the basic, rather 
challenging problems follows. 
Corollary 2. (i) It is decidable whether a production r E Pi (for an i, 1 <i <n), of a 
component grammar in a given CD grammar system is enabled in the system, for 
any derivation mode. 
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(ii) It is decidable whether a production r E Pi (for an i, 1 <i<n), of a component 
grammar in a given CD grammar system working in one of the modes f E D is 
enabled in the terminal derivations of the system. 
Corollary 3. (i) It is decidable whether or not a CD grammar system r is non- 
terminally bounded with respect to its sentential forms, for any derivation modes in 
the system. In the afJirmative case, the constant s such that any sentential form of 
r contains at most s non-terminal symbols can be effectively determined. 
(ii) It is decidable whether or not a CD grammar system I’ is non-terminally 
bounded with respect to the sentential forms produced during terminal derivations, 
for any mode f E D. In the afJirmative case, the constant s for which any such 
sentential form of r contains at most s non-terminals can be effectively determined. 
Proof. We check whether or not in the (terminal) coverability tree of r there exist 
nodes in whose labels components o appear. If so, then the system is not non-terminal 
bounded with respect to its sentential forms. Otherwise, the desired constant s is the 
maximum among the coordinates in the labels of the nodes in the tree. 0 
Corollary 4. (i) It is decidable whether a component grammar of a CD grammar 
system, working in any of the derivation modes, is ever active in a derivation in the 
system. 
(ii) It is decidable whether a component grammar of a CD grammar system, 
deriving in a mode f E D, is ever active in a terminal derivation in the system. 
Proof. We check in the (terminal) coverability tree of the system whether there exist 
edges (v, v’), such that lz(v, v’)(m + 1) = i, where i is the index of the component 
grammar we are interested in. If so, then the answer to the problem is affirmative, 
otherwise it is negative. 0 
Corollary 5. (i) It is decidable whether a component grammar is activated only a 
bounded number of times in any of the derivations in a CD grammar system, for any 
derivation mode. 
(ii) It is decidable whether a component grammar is activated only a bounded 
number of times in any of the terminal derivations in a CD grammar system, for any 
derivation mode f E D. 
Proof. We check in the (terminal) coverability tree whether there exists a node v with 
Il(v)(m + 1) = i, such that v has a descendant in whose label components w occur or 
there exist nodes v’, v”, with 1, (v’) = 1, (v”), such that v, v’ are nodes on the path from 
vo to v” (again i is the index of the component grammar we are interested in). If so, 
then the answer to the problem is negative, otherwise is positive. 0 
Corollary 6. (i) It is decidable whether for a component Gi (1 <i<n) of a CD 
grammar system working in any of the derivation modes, and for any q 3 1, there 
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exists a derivation in the system such that Gi is activated at least q times during 
that derivation. 
(ii) It is decidable whether for a component Gi of a CD grammar system work- 
ing in any of the derivation modes f ED, and for any q > 1, there exists a terminal 
derivation in the system such that Gi is activated at least q times during that deriva- 
tion. 
Proof. We check in the (terminal) coverability tree whether there exists a node v with 
II (v)(m + 1) = i, such that v is on a path which led to the introduction of a component 
o or v is on a path (v’,v”), with I,(v’)=~~(v”). 0 
Observe that Corollary 2 can be used to reduce a CD grammar system. 
Corollary 7. Given a CD grammar system I, one can effectively construct a CD 
grammar system I’ which generates the same language with respect to a derivation 
mode f E D, such that all productions and all non-terminals of I’ are used in terminal 
derivations. 
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